Fluency Fast uses TPR Storytelling® to lodge language deep in long-term memory. Because we teach high frequency vocabulary, participants rapidly become conversational. Using current brain research, we optimize the speed at which the brain can pick up new languages.

We re-create the miracle of how babies can learn hundreds of words in their first year and —just like babies — our students don’t need boring grammar rules or painful memorization exercises.

At the end of our beginning classes you will be able to read, understand and communicate on a basic level. Our advanced classes are designed for teachers or travelers who already speak the language and want to continue to approach near-native proficiency painlessly. The very best way to improve your own Comprehensible Input and TPR Storytelling skills is to take a Fluency Fast class in a language you don’t know. **Can upper levels be taught using TPRS? Come see our Advanced classes and see exactly how.**

---

**WORLD LANGUAGE TEACHERS!**
TPRS Language Classes
July 16, 17, 18, 2016
Saturday, July 16 and Sunday, July 17th
Beginning Spanish and Advanced Spanish, 8:30am-1pm
Advanced French and Beginning Mandarin 1:30pm-6pm
Monday, July 18th
8am-10 am Advanced French
10am-12pm Beginning Spanish
12pm-2pm Advanced Spanish
2-4pm Beginning Mandarin.
4-8pm, Special session with Dr. Krashen

---

**To register:**
[www.fluencyfast.com/IFLT](http://www.fluencyfast.com/IFLT)

**Chattanooga, Tennessee**
The Read House Historic Inn and Suites
[www.thereadhousehotel.com/](http://www.thereadhousehotel.com/)

**Hotel reservations:**
bookings.ihotelier.com/bookings.jsp?groupId=1560106&hotelId=97530

**One 3-day class plus Krashen:** $299.00
**Two 3-day classes plus Krashen:** $400.00

**Option for early arrivals to iFLT:**
Monday only, 4 two hour demos plus Krashen: $200.00
**With iFLT registration:** $199 /$300 / $100

---
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